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7

VAK SUKTAM
Dear learner, in this lesson you are going to know about
significance of Speech (vak). The speech which we utter is
described as a goddess in Rigveda. There its nature and qualities
are mentioned. The Devi Suktam or the Vaak Sutam (Vak
suktam) occurs in the 10th mandala of Rig Veda Samhita as
suktam (lwDre~) number 125. The seer of the mantra is vak, the
daughter of rishi ambhrna (vEHkw.kk), resulting in the complete
name vagambhrni. The devata is also vagambhrni, meaning
that the seer completely identifies with the seen in this suktam.
The rishika contemplates on the Self (can also be interpreted
as (a) the primordial speech-paravak, per the later philosophies
of Kashmir Shaivism or (b) the first letter v , in the primordial
sabda Å¡) and on its creative powers and joyfully proclaims
these verses in praise of the Self (vkReLrqfr).
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After readning this lesson, you will be able to:
• recite Devi Suktam, and
• know the meaning this suktam

7.1 VAK SUKTAM

I move along with Rudras, the Vasus, the Adityas, also with
the Vishvadevas. I hold both Mitra and Varuna, both Indra and
Agni, and both the Asvin brothers.

I bear the pressed out Soma, also Tvashtri, Pushan and Bhaga.
I grant wealth to the possessor of oblation, to the mindful
institutor of sacrifice and to the performer of Soma
scacrifice.
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I am the Queen, the gatherer of vasus (treasures), knower of
Brahman, the first (chief) of the object of yagna (worship).
The gods have dispersed me in many places, having many
abodes, causing me to pervade (or overpower) many.

He who eats food, he who sees, who breathes, who hears the
spoken word does so through me alone. Even the non-perceivers
of you dwell near me. Hear me! he who is capable of hearing
me! I speak to you the credible.
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I speak this myself, which is liked by boths gods and men
alike, whomever I wish, I make him powerful, well versed in
knowledge, a sage and a wise one.

The bow I stretch for the arrow for Rudra is for the purpose
of killing the hater of Brahman. I do battle for people. I have
pervaded heaven and earth.

I generate the father on the summit of this (sky). My source is
in the waters, in the inner ocean. Thence, I spead among all
living creatures, alongside the all-pervading, and with the
vertex I touch that sky.
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I I only breathe forth, like the wind, while holding together all
living creatures. So great (vast) I have become possessing
greatness that I am beyond heaven and this earth.

INTEXT QUESTIONS 7.1
1-

uhps fn;s x;s iz”uksa dk mÙkj fyf[k,&
(i)

nsok% da vtu;Ur\

(ii) i”o% fda onfUr\
(iii) okd~ dfr inkfu ifjferk\
(iv) rqjh;a okp% ds onfUr\
OBJECTIVES
• Significance of Vaak.
• Recitation of vak sukta
• Meaning of vak&sukta
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1.

Describe the importance of Vaksukta in your own words.
Reference:
1.

Rig Veda

2.

www.ecs.umass.edu

ANSWERS TO INTEXT QUESTIONS
7.1
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1.

okpEk~

2.

rka okpEk~

3.

pRokfj

4.

euq";k%
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